
From: Michael <michael@theyfly.com>
Date: August 25, 2004 9:10:59 AM PDT
To: SKEPTICMAG@aol.com, Kramer <kramer@randi.org>, James Underdown
<jim@cfiwest.org>, JREF <challenge@randi.org>, Dave Thomas
<nmsrdave@swcp.com>, derek@iigwest.com, Vaughn Rees
<Vaughn@cfiwest.org>, Plejarens_are_real@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: Roswell UFO case

Dave,

Regarding the "so-called experts", pray tell, are you foolish enough to consider
the party magicians to be better qualified? Do you really think trying to demean
people who are head and shoulders above you in expertise amounts to anything
but a lack of credibility and character on your part? Real scientists and experts
don't attempt to belittle their equals, only jealous, insecure and unqualified people
do. Thanks for clearly indicating which group you belong to.

The fact that you, and the rest of the circus crew, are non-responsive to the
already well established documentation by real scientific experts just
demonstrates your ineptitude and amateurishness, and the mean-spiritedness of
attacking a man and his work without having done your own homework. That isn't
science, it's pathetic pomposity conducted by biased, agenda driven fools bent
on nothing more than preserving their tiny world view and slandering those who
to dare to bust their little bubbles.

It's been fun, it really has but the cat's out of the bag and a whole busload of
bozo skeptics aren't going to be able to put it back in. The Meier case is
authentic, not because I say so but because real scientists, using real equipment
have determined it to be and because copyrighted books and documents don't
lie, just people like Randi and his cohorts do, which apparently includes you.

The party magicians and tricksters, who would prevent humanity from knowing
the truth to satisfy their inflated, flatulent egos, have had their day. That day is
over. They blew whatever credibility they had by failing to meet the challenge
they accepted and by humiliating themselves before an international radio
audience who saw through their charade, or as Randi might prefer, their farce.
You want more testing? Let's start with the photos of the UFO models from CFI-
West, who ran from that challenge with their tails between their legs. And where's
the film, you know, the "easily duplicated hoax" that we've also been waiting
more than three years for? Pathetic!

None of these clowns, and so far you as well, have ever responded to the
scientific experts and the detailed evaluation of the evidence simply because
they can't. You can't either. They're inept pseudo-scientists, and liars, who
thought they had an easy mark because they're so pathetically lazy they never



did their homework. I did mine. You should have done some too before shooting
your big mouth off. Typical of the bogus skeptical agenda is the "if we didn't see it
it doesn't exist" nonsense, invalidating 99.999999% of humanity's history and
experience as it does. Yes, let's keep raising the bar, a nice little delay tactic that
might have worked in the past but, well, it's just too late for that now.

None of you guys have the integrity to admit that you're wrong, therefore, no
credibility. Maybe though, some of these geniuses might eventually want to get
on the side of truth, no matter that it contradicts their cultic little belief systems or
lets some air out of their egos (and maybe their funding). It would be nice but it
doesn't matter to the case and the, now ever unfolding, public awareness of the
Meier contacts.

Actually, you should be ashamed of yourself for participating in this kind of
fraudulent and deceitful
nonsense. You show yourself, like the rest of the pack, to be without credibility or
character.
Perhaps you've heard about how the church treated Galileo, or other fine
examples of bigoted, fearful, human ignorance throughout history. Well, consider
yourselves part of that same church.

So, do yourself a favor, restrain your impulse to do battle, especially since you're
unarmed. And consider that maybe you've thrown your lot in with a rather
pathetic bunch of know-it-alls and bullies who picked on the wrong kid on the
block.

Michael Horn
Authorized American Media Representative
The Billy Meier Contacts
www.theyfly.com

Well, Hi "Mike."  Two small points: I goofed yesterday when I wrote "If
you're so good with words, Mr. Horn, may I suggest you look up 'hoax' and
'fraud' in the dictionary."  What I *meant* to say was "If you're so good
with words, Mr. Horn, may I suggest you look up 'hoax' and 'FARCE' in the
dictionary."  Sorry if this caused confusion. My bad.

Re your so-called experts, the only way to really settle the dispute is by
doing some real science on the alleged artifacts.  It's quite clear that
the JREF million-dollar prize requires, first, agreement on proper



scientific tests and protocol, and second, the performance of such tests,
and third, verification of the claimed paranormal phenomenon.  You haven't
even got to first base.  You expect Randi to fork over a million smackers
because you say somebody already did the test, and just to take your word
for it?

That's not how science works.

If you're not willing to belly up to the bar to have your claims honestly
tested, then perhaps there's nothing to them.  Nothing at all.

Sincerely, Dave

At 07:10 PM 8/24/2004 -0700, Michael wrote:
Just call me Mike, Dave. Why don't we see who's telling the truth and who

isn't.
Since Mr. Amazing isn't known for his debunking of comedies it's

reasonable to
conclude that he's saying that the case isn't real, authentic, genuine,

etc. After all
anyone "can see through it", according to him. Seems pretty clear to me.

And then
the coward goes and retracts it! Then he lies about my claiming to have

metal samples.

Of course, maybe I misunderstood and he now wants to clarify his position
and again

say the case is a hoax and again fail to prove it. Fail to prove his
slander again, Dave.

As for a "real scientific test", pardon me if I point out that you and the
whole bunch

of phonies and poseurs are so full of material due for elimination that
you're truly laughable.

Now, one more time, let's see how you avoid dealing with the following,
just go ahead

and pretend that you don't see this...then, once again, you won't have to
respond. I've got

some money on this one:

Scientific Experts’ Comments on Meier’s Evidence
....

"Life is too short to occupy oneself with the slaying of the slain more



than once." - Thomas Huxley


